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ECONOMIC WARFARE WITH CANADA

Charles P. Taft, brother of the late Senator Robert
Taft of Ohio, said in Washington recently the United
States was pursuing a dangerous trade policy, and warn- 1
ed that this policy had already resulted in a state “ap-
proaching economic warfare" with Canada.

Taft believes the United States should develop a
far-sighted national trade policy, one which would be so j
dependable our neighbors would know what to expect, !
and one which would relax trade restrictions based on
false theories about economic isolationism.

Taft says the United States, in its battle against!
Communism, willhave to rely more and more on foreign
resources, and that dreams of self-sufficiency in this
country will lead only to weakness and isolation in a
world threatened by Communism.

We agree with Taft. Americans have no reason to
be proud of U. S. trade policies over past years. In 1930,
for instance, just at the time when the world desperately
needed freer trade and more commerce between nations,
the U. S. passed the highst tariff act in its history. This
tariff act is generally conceded to have been one of the
contributing causes of the worldwide depression shortly
afterwards, and helped to drive the British from their
traditional policy of free trade.

Although tariffs must be retained, U. S. trade policy
should take an enlightened form and inefficient U. S. in-
dustries cannot forever hold up the price of their prod-
ucts to all Americans because they cannot compete with
foreign competition even with the aid of a reasonable tar-
iff. Moreover, foreign nations must be able to produce
goods for sale in the U. S. without the fear that tariffs
will be hiked every time the political complexion changes
in the United States.

t

The individual “with an idea" is often a nuisance to
his friends.

/

Insurance is often carried when not needed snd need-
ed when not carried.

Few people understand any problem fifty miles from
home, primarily because they are not interested enough
to study the facts.

The movies would do well to stick to entertainment
and leave politics, religion, and propaganda of all kinds
out of their productions.
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Pott~Stalin Russia

Soviet Communists Face Bloodless Revolt
EDITOR'S NOTE—William L.

Ryan, AP foreign news analyst, is
back from a three-month trip to
the Soviet Union. He speaks Rus-
sian and he traveled alone through
eight of the republics that make up
theUSSR. This is the first in a
series of uncensored articles in <
which Ryan describes and analyzes
post-Stalin Russia as lie saw it.)

By WILLIAML. RYAN
AP Foreign Analyst

The post-Stalin era has brought
the Soviet Communist party face
to face with a bloodless revolution
it would like to ignore.

Neon signs in Moscow and other
Soviet capitals are more than mere
advertisement. They are portents l
of the future:

“Insure your personal belong-
ings," i 1

“Invest in bonds for your
future.”

“Save your money in a savings; l
bank.”

I traveled more than 6.000 miles
inside the Soviet Union and saw a
large slice of the vast, powerful,!
puzzling country, a shuffling and
sloppy giant among nations which
realizes its own strength and is
frightened at its own weaknesses. |

There was evidence of something
which may prove'line of the most
significant developments since the
Bolshevik revolution, and also one
of the brightest hopes for a lasting
world peace.

It is this: The Soviet Union
seems to be undergoing a middle
class revolution, no less powerful

i because it is non-violent and
! gradual.

In spite of Communist doctrine-
in fact, in spite of itself—the
U.S.S.R. is building a powerful

; middle class with an instinct for
( ownership. Some day it may en-

gulf and overwhelm the Commu
nist party.

'

I did not find revolutionary rest
lessness, but I did find evidence
of annoyance and irritation with!
the bureaucracy. There was bound-
less confidence being expressed,
high and low, that now was the i
time for a change, that better
things were in store.

“We have anew boss now,” a
young engineer told me.

, “We have anew government!
now,” said a teacher in central*
Asia.

Over and over again I heard
words like this—words indicating
relief that Stalin was gone, hope
that something new was on the

¦horizon.
i Some frankly admitted that Pre-
mier Georgi Malenkov’s promise
of a better life in “two to three
years” was highly optimistic. 1
There are at least 10 years of road
building, home building, machine
production and transport develop
ment ahead before the Soviet con-
sumer front can be compared with
that of any advanced Western na
tion. The greatest obstacle in the
way is the deep-freeze bureaucracy
built up under Stalin’s dictator-
ship. If he is to succeed. Malen
kov must wield a powerful knife
against the red tape in his way.

The growing Soviet middle class
is becoming impatient. Russians in
Moscow eagerly snatch up Amer-
ican magazines to dream over the
advertisements of consumer goods
A minor official in Leningrad had
a standing arrangement with an
American to deliver him used
coopies of department store cata-
logues. There are Soviet women
who reject shoddy clothing in the
stores and try to make their own

ion Western lines. All these are
warnings for the new regime.

1 On every hand are evidences that

the private property instinct, far
from being exterminated, is flour-
ishing among a big section of the
population. It is particularly pres-j
ent among that section which can
be considered a middle class. It!
is manifes tin the determination
of such people to pass on accum-
ulated things to the next gen-
eration.

These people are to be found
among second and third generation
Communists and their families who
have no memory of revolutionary;
Bolshevism—and also among the
growing class of directors, mana-;
agers, specialist*. scientists,
writers, engineers, professional;
people, army officers, "advanced”:
workers who earn high pay,and a
whole layer of educated people
necessary to the Soviet economy, i

Out of a population of more than
200 million, these people may now-
number in the neighborhood of 40
by their own efforts and talents j
million. These are the people who
by their own efforts or talents
or party favor—have been living;
better, getting a fair share of the!
good things of* life. They include
the empire builders in the farflung
republics, a sturdy stock of stub-
born colonists. All of these people,
are just as interested as their)

Western counterparts in maintain-)

)ing their status and passing on the
good things to their children.

The new government will not be
able to handle them as easily asj

: Stalin handled the population. For
one thing, to build an industrial

(state, the Soviet government had
to educate the masses. For an-

other, the police power of the cen-
itral government has been damaged

in the violent purge leading to the
execution of L. P. Beria.

The Communist party is rely-
ing on propaganda. It preaches
incessantly about "Commurist ed-
ucation of the masses, roowdg out
the surv. of capitalism and the
remnanti private property psy-
chology a-u morals.”

But the new Soviet program
seems headed in the opposite di-
rection. It is giving broad con-
cessions to the peasants in the
way of private initiative. It is
tempting the broad masses with
more and'better goods for their
own private ownership.

Ironically, this is the "bourgeois j
revolution” for which Lenin and
Trotsky could not wait. Marx had
laid down the principle that a
feudal country, such as czarist
Russia was, had to go through
capitalist development before be-
coming a "dictatorship of the
proletariat.” The Communists nip-j
ped the capitalist development in;
the bud.

When the time comes to attempt;
|to call a halt on this development,
ithe Communist party may find it;
is too late. No longer able to rely'
on the ruthless methods of a Stalin
in a society several generations

.removed from czarism and violent
revolution, the party may find it-)

) self unable to check the trend.
Already it exhibits a growing

'nervousness at the demanding tone
Scorning from the people.

If the Soviet Union accomplishes
in 10 years what it claims it will
accomplish in three, it can be-
come a mighty nation, indeed. But
;if it accomplishes these things.
Russia is likely to be a changed

I;nation, too.

PEOPLE’S FORUM
The Citizen welcomes expressions of the views of it* read-

ors, but tho oditor roservos th# right to delete any items which
#

are considered libelous or unwarranted. The writers should bo
fair and confine the letters to 200 words and writ# on one side
of tho paper only. Signature of the writer must accompany the
letters and will ba published uniats requested otherwise.

TACT CALLED FOR

Editor, The Citizen:
It seems to me that an Admiral (or any public ser-

vant) who is employed by the people of our United
States—often acting as their “Good Will Ambassador”—
should be schooled.in tack and diplomacy.

NAME WITHHELD.

REPLY TO BENTLEY
Editor, The Citizen:

My sympathy really goes out to Mr. Bentley.
First, let me say, “the truth always hurts.” Second,

Mr. Bentley, servicemen also pay taxes (or didn’t you

know?) And, thirs. Mr. Bentley, did you ever really
stop and wonder, “Where would Key West be without
the Navy?”

Maybe Mr. Towner did “kick a few Key Westers in ;
the shins,” as you say, but I believe the only ones who
took offense were the ones w'ith a ffuilty conscience.
(Where does that leave you, Mr. Bentley?)

I was feeling kind of low Tuesday evening, but upon

reading your article, I got a big laugh and felt much
better.

Sincerely,

MRS. HARRY HILTON,
Navy Wife.

Party For Dietrich
LAS VUGAS. Xev, OR—<Glamor-

ous Grandma Marlene Dietrich had
a birthday party last night and
was presented a 400-pound cake

by the management of the Sahtra
Hotel, where she is making night
club appearances.

Her age? Film records list fc
at 49.
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By DON CMAEftON

Chapter 26
*n OWNSrAffiS- -Hemingway

LF asked. He nodded toward
the center bf the floor. Martin
saw the corr.er of a trapdoor
beyond tb* fringed end of a
cmrpe:.

Morrasey shook his head “Not
yet. I want to enjoy th:s and it s
more comfortable here. Frisk
him. Hemingway "

Hemmgway moved up behind
Martin and emptied his pockets
one by one. He made a little pile
of his findings on the desk.

•’Not what I'm after.” her said.
"Here's hoping vou hid it where
no one else will find it. Martv.
It will be safe then, because you 11
never get it unless you get it for
me "

A frigid draft seemed to blow
upon the back of Martin's neck;
he felt it more keenly than the
throbbing of his wrist or the
burning of rus cheek. He was
desperately afraid, but even more
afraid of showing it The only
.nope for Barbara and himself, he
thought, lay in a colossal bluff.

“I’ve just come from Homicide
Squad headquarters and I've
made some phone calls. Enough
people know where 1 am to tear
this joint to pieces brick by
brick.

“It’s insured." Morrissey smiled
bleakly. “And they’d never find
vou in these cellars.”

“It's the rat in you," said Mar-
tin. “But there are ways to ex-
terminate them in their cellars
snd sewers when a man puts his
mind to it"

“I expected you to call me a
rat" Morrissey said softly. “It s
a name I particularly dislike.”
He nodded curtly to Heming-
way. “Show Marty how much I
iialike it"

| "A pleasure." Hemingway
grunted. He pivoted on one foot
so swiftly that Martin hadn't time
to raise nis hands His right fist
moved in a straight line, driven
hard by his shoulder, it crashed
agmast the side of Martin’s jaw
and hurled Martin against the
wall with a force that shook the
room.

With all that, he did not quite
lose consciousness. Hemmgway
was a fu*zy blur bending over
him. “Get up, Marty. I was just
tryjng for range that time. Now
Fm ready to go to work."

\ BUZZER somewhere in the
room gave off a senes of

high-pitched, urgent whines
Morrissey got up and went to the
door, slid back a tiny panel at
the level of his eyes and looked
out: he fumbled with the locks
and opened the door.

Lee Dexter came in, pale and
anxious. His eyes went over Mar-
tin distractedly and he leaned
close to Morrissey, talking. Mor-
rissey took Dexter’s arm and
they went out of the room.
Hemmgway sat on the edge of
the desk.

Martin put a hand gingerly to
his jaw: it felt like an alien
growth with painful sensations
that were peculiarly its own. He
mumbled, "It was a yellow punch.
I wasn’t looking."

"Get up,” Hemingway invited.
“I'll give you a good look next
time."

"Sure.” Martin moved his hand
from his jaw to the lop oi bin
skull; it was terribly sore to I’.e
slightest touch. "Soon as I gated
my breath."

Dexter and Morrissey aime

back into the office. Dexter asked.
“Are you hurt, Marty?"

This May Be ATough Winter In Parts Of U.S.
By ROBERT E. GEIGER

WASHINGTON. t#> Grand
pa s tall tale? about those tough
old fashioned winters may be
true, but watch out for the brand
new winter just starting.

I. F. Tannehill. expert weather- j
man, is making no prediction, but
he says he finds no reason why
this winter can’t be as bad as any

grandpa tells about, at least in
most parts of the United States.

Tannehill. director of forecasting
for the Weather Bureau, has a
new pile of statistics that outline
th profiles of the United States i
weather for each of the past 60
years.

Even Tannehill has expressed
surprise at learning such things
RS *

1. On the whole, the United
States has been getting cooler in
recent years, although some parts
apparently have warmed up.

2. The winters in some large
(cities are warmer, probably be-
c. use of man-made causes.

This American weather informa-
tion may touch off anew round in

an international debate among
scientists on where the world is
headed, weatherwise.

Many have accepted a theory,
based on substantial evidence, that
the world is getting hotter. This
has produced a whole series of
prophesies, mostly gloomy, like
these:

1. So much polar ice is melting,
because of warmer temperatures
that oceans may rise as much as
300 feet. This might "drown” huge
seaport cities like New York. Bos-
ton, San Francisco and London.

! 2. The temperate zone, which
most energetic people seem to pre-

fer. may be moving northward.
This could produce new centers of
world leadership in more northern
latitudes.

3. Nature may at last give Rus-)
sia several warm water ports, 1
open year around, for which she)

has longed so many years.
Weatherman Tannehill is sitting

out this argument He doesn't deny
that long-range weather changes
may be in the cards—on a scale
of 20.000 or 30,000 years. But he’s
more concerned about next sum-
mer, and the United States rather
than the whole world.

There are ups and downs in
the day-by-day and year-by-year
weather but Tannehill ’

sees no
major change in prospect. He puts
it this way;

"Taken all together ' United
States temperatures have not'
changed much in 60 years,
because there’s only a fraction of,
a degree of difference between-
ithe average stonual temperatures
for a five-year period at the turn

of the century and for a recent
five year period.”

A significant exception is that
i temperatures in most large cities
have been rising in winter, he
average winter temperatures of
places like Washington, New York
and Chicago are several degrees
warmer now than about 60 years
ago.

Weathermen say large cities
probably are warmer because of
the construction of buildings and
streets, which absorb and hold
heat. Also the discharge of great
quantities of heat and gas into the

W Hal Boyle

NEW YORK WP>—Portly Emanuel
Ebin, a meat canner, was told a
few years ago by his wife:

“You are getting too heavy. You
will have to take off some weight.” j

Since his wife was a physician.
Ebin decided to follow her advice.
But, like millions of other Ameri-
cans, be found that sticking to a
diet required not only willpower— J
it also took a lot of lime and
trouble.

It is the rare hostess or res-
taurant that considers the special
dietary problems of guests. And
people on diet who prepare their
own dishes find it quite a nuisance.

After brooding over bis difficul-
ties for some time, Ebin asked
himself: •

, “Why not put a diet in a can—-
wouldn’t that solve ‘he diet prob-
lem for most people?”

It might. But Ebin found that
putting a diet in a can was easier
to say than do. Some 30 manufac-
turers were already packing sugar-
free fruit or salt-free vegetables.

But nobody was canning dietet-
ic substance foods—such as soups

and meat and poultry dishes,” said
Ebin.

He and his brother, Benjamin,
with whom he founded Dorset

Foods, Ltd., in 1939 after they

came, here from Poland, decided
to pioneer in this new field.

“We thought it would take only
a few weeks to solve the prob-
lems,” Ebin recalled ruefully. “It
,took us two years finally. We had
to make hundreds of tests and

spend thousands of dollars before;
iwe could produce tasty dishes in;
which the caloric value and so-
dium content could be scientifical- j
ly controlled.” • .

A diet low in salt and otherj
substances containing sodium is;
often recommended for heart pa-j

tients as well as for those who
merely want to lose weight. EbinV
new dietetic lines consists of five!
kinds of soup and four meat and
poultry dishes, most of which have
been approved by the American
Medical Assn. The others are still
undergoing tests.

The caloric value and sodium
content of eaeb dish are printed
on the can, making it easier for
a patient to follow specific direc-’
tions by his physician.

The canning industry has had
two great booms in the last 25
years canned dog foods and (
canned baby foods. Ebin believes
canned dietetic foods may pro-

vide a. third wave of prosperity
in this field.

Ebin has an even bigger dream
—that in time diet packed canned
goods will replace present canning
methods altogether.

“Why not?” he argued, “it will
make it simpler for the housewife.
All she will have to do is add salt
and sugar for members of the
family who aren’t on a diet.”

In any case Ebin remains one of
the few people who went on a
diet to shin bis waist and ended
up by having his pocketbook gain
weight.

luliJ
He started to shake his head

but that aas too painful “On!
surprised I .i.dn't think Hearing
way was quite ao dumb."

Dexter pleaded. “You’ve got I
play ball. Marty. I know Morn
better than you. and while b
tries to avoid trouble, he doam'
pull his punches when it roam
That * why I hustled over her
as soon as Doran called m * \

"I want to find out about Bar
bara."

"He hadn't done a thing ibm
her. lie ..wears it and lm sure rt
the truth. He m:ght have yw
snatched and pushed around, mi
not Ennis’ daughter— not when h
exoccts Ennis to do him favors.

"He practically admitted h
had her.”

"He was trying to make a dm
with you. If it *ouid help for ye
to go on thinking that, wh
should he change your mind?"

"Well, the letter’s out, anvwaj

Cloud found it two days ago.
didn’t know it till night bofor
last"

•Too bad." Dexter looker
grave. "We won’t tell Morrfo-
we’U let him think you don*
know it even yet —but heU b
sore when he find* out." i

“Let’s go,” he said. 1 dm
some aspirin.”

They started out of the oflta
Morrissey, leaning against a laid
with his back to the frunt en
trance, watched them -prroacil
Over Morrissey’s shoulder Marti
saw the gilt doors open, saw fig
ures of men silhouetted agaiM
daylight Cloud came ftrsk fol
lowed by Williams, Weber and
patrolman in uniform.

Martin said. "Looks like therhr
caught up with you, Momt* *

(Te be —Pwwakl

air may warm the whiter atom
pherc.

Another exception ia that tkei
has been a slight riae, apparently
in temperatures in the norther
Rockies, northern Great Plain
and Great Lakes region and part
of the East. *

Despite droughts and heat wave
the past two summers, the averag
temperatures of the United State
has been declining since the “hot
years of the 1930s that produce*
the great drought.

The temperatures reported b
more than 1,500 weather station
since 1893 were used to cakulat
this national average.

U both winter and summer ten
peratures sre considered, the col*
est year was 1917, when the ter
The warmest was 1934. averagu
55 4. This winter -summer averai
lor the whole country has bee
falling since 1934.

Contrary, apparently, to grand
pa's stories about the tough win
ters of long, long ago. the nation’
coldest January in about 60 year
was as recently as 1930. That Jen
nary averaged 25.3. It ia true
however, that December, 1909, wa
the coldest Christmas month, ay
eraging 27.4, several degrees eok
cr than recent onea.

On the average about 30 inebe
of moisture covered the who!
United States each year of th
,60-year period.

Nearly ail of the hottest month
occurred‘during the great drougfc
of the thirties, but the drought 1
the Southwest in recent years hs
helped to produce some statistic
almost the equal of those in th

! thirties. -

For instance, the moisture tha
fell in the drought year 1930 meas
ured about 25*4 inches, on th
averagp. That’s all that was mes
ured in the drought year 195
too.

Tannehill says one thing mui
be borne in mind when considerin
grandpa’s tall tales of fiat
droughts and man-killing winter

“Local weather may fiuctnat
widely, and winters in certain l
calities may be worse today tha
in the 19th century,” he says. "Bt
what we’re discussing here is tt
whole U. S. weather picture, tn

just parts of it.”
On the question of whether th

earth may be getting hotter. Wi
ham J. Baxter has just publish*
a book called “Today’s Revolutio
in Weather.”

Baxter is bead of an ecoooa!
service that advises investors so
corporations on business matter
He is advising them to make
careful study of the present weafl
er situation.

Baxter cites scientific literate
and other Northern lands are hi
coming milder; some ocean wate
are warming: cod fish are movie
far north and have become pal

of the Eskimo’s diet; forests si
moving north: new types of ¦
gratory birds are appearing 1
Alaska and other northern and
mates.

Even the water boles at tom
elephant herds in Africa, used k
generations, have dried up.

C. E P. Brooks, British meh
orologist, has said it is not untt<
ly that a change of only a cob
paratively few degrees in w
wide temperatures might have I*
duced conditions that gave bin
to the great Ice Age.

Brooks says that, when the h
is melting as it apparently istodai
"it may require a king-sized "*c<i

i dent” in nature to reytrse uaj
I process. / 1
i It’s a scientific mystery why te

world is getting warmer—if it 4
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